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An Independence Test

of a Multivariate Exponential Distribution

Zensho NAKAO* and Zeng-Zhong LlUt

Abstract

An independent test of a certain multivariate exponential distribution
is done with respect to the equivalence of the marginal distributions,
where simple restrictions are imposed on its parameters.

1. Introduction

Bemis et al [1] and Bhattacharyya and Johnson [2] did the independence

test of a bivariate exponential distribution (BVED) with respect to the equivalence of the

marginal distributions. Because the notion of a multivariate exponential (MVE) model

is much more complicated than that of a BVE model, it is very difficult to do the

independence test of a MVED. In this paper we perform only the independence test

of a certain MVED. _

Consider a model F(ti,"\t*)=exp{-/*,ti-^2ta /UU-/*omax(t,, t2, •••,th)}>

i=l,«",k;4eA, where A = (AU"\Ak,A0), A = {A:Q£AfZooti=ot • ••,Mo +

j = l,2-",k). We assume that Al=A2=J\3 = "> =^k. The notations below are

the same as those in [3].

2. Notations and the model

In a parallel system of k elements, assume that Ti, • • ■, Tn indicate the failure time of

elements 1,2, ■••,k, respectively; (Zi(t): t^O), i = 1,2, ••% k is an independent Poison

process with intensity ^i;Zi(t) shocks the i-th element, i = l, 2, •i\k; Zo(t) shocks

simultaneously k elements. Obviously, T,=inf (t: Zi(t)+Zo(t)>0}. If Uo,Ui, •••,U*

denote the time of the first appearing event from Z0(t), •• \ Z*(t), respectively, then we

have Ti =min (Uo, Ui) according to a generalization of a theorem in [4].

Theorem: T~MVE(k, A) if and only if there exist k +1 independent exponential

random variables {UiK=o with intensity A\ and Ti = min(Uo, Ui),i = 1, ••\k.

Assume Ek is a k-dimentional Euclidean space, Eh ={t_<=Ei,: ti^O,i = l,2, •••,k}

and the following notations will be used throughout the paper;

( i ) to>=rnin(ti,t2, •■•,tk).

(ii) t(k>=max(ti, t2,'".tk).

iii) Vi(H f' ? <>•.\iD vaiJ-|0> otherwise.

I, there exist i, j(i =t= j) with

j (k),

0, otherwise.
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We use an abbreviation Vi(t_) = Vi, and random variables are denoted by upper case

letters.

Assume {Tj=(T1J, Taj,"-.Thj): j = l, 2, •••,n} are samples from MVE{k,A), {tj}?..,

denote the coreesponding sample values, Vij = Vi(tj) and Sj = S(t.j).

Define ( i } no=2Sj, ni = SV,j

(ii) n!c)=2(l-Vu)(l-S,)

(iii) no(i)

where i = l, •• -, k; random variables will be denoted by the upper case letters N,, Nf,

N0(i) below. The interpretation of the symbols n,, n0, no(i) above are the following:

m=the number of samples for which the failure time of the i-th element is strictly smaller

than that of the system; n0 = the number of samples for which at least two elements

fail at the same time; n<,(i)=the number of samples for which the i-th element fails

with some other element at the same time; nf=the number of samples for which the

i-th element fails last and fails with no other element at the same time. With the

notations above we can obtain the following result.

Lemma: P(S =O)=2 0i, where 0,= f"viexp{-vit)T[ Fj{t)dt, i = l, ■••,k;
J^l Jo J*0(l

i>i=^i+/U FJ(t) = l-exp(-/lJt).

Proof: P(S = 0)=|jP(V, = O, S=0) = j2P(T,>UJf for all j=*=i, j=*=0)

3. Likelyhood ratio test

As mentioned in [4], an MVED includes a singular part under the Lebesgue measure.

However, it is possible that the MVE is absolutely continuous under a new measure.

In [3] is defined a new measure under which the MVED is absolutely continuous and

has a density. The measure is defined as follows:

^(A)=//k(A)+S^k_r+,(An{ieEir:t.i = ti2=---=tir=t(l0}), Ae£t(Borel sets),
(i..---,ir}takes all subsets of (1,2, •••,k}, r=2,3, ---.k.

The MVED has a density function given by:

f(L i)=

The sample likelyhood function of the MVE(k,/J) is defined by:

When Ao=Q, we obtain:
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= l-(l-0)n=0.

Thus, No = 0(a.s.), and hence, Sj = O for all j and m+nic) = n. Therefore, the likelyhood

function above becomes:

The hypothesis we want to test is, then:

Assume d>0, we first test the hypothesis:

[o, otherwise,

Obviously, when No>0, we must reject the hypothesis A0 = 0. When No=0, we can use

the conditional lykelyhood ratio test: in accordance with the theorem of Neyman-

Pearson, the MP test of the hypothesis is

7 7 — Cfl(

where

(Note:n-n0 =2nf)
1=1

So when St«j^c(ff^i), we reject hypothesis Ho. (c(fff^i) is a constant which

depends on a and Ai.) Obviously, the rejection region is

The value of c(a,Ai) is computed in the following: Assume the significance level

is a. Then we have

Due to the result above, P,io=o{No>0}=0, and hence,

Now, PJo

Below we find the distribution of S^itw). Assume yl=AitWi. Then {yj} is inde

pendent and the same distribution as well, j = 1, • • •, n. Performing the transformation:
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we have Zi^Z2-l-Z3-l hZn. Thus the joint density of (Zi, •••.Zn) is:

k

f(Z,, •••lZn) = nk[l-exp(-yJ)]h-lexp(-yj)
j-j

.y.nL
1Zn)

= knfl[l-exp(-ZJ)]l< ■|exp(-ZJ)-[l-exp[-(Z,-2Zj)][k 'exp[-(Z,
J-2 I ) 2 )

So the marginal density function of Zt is:

g(Z,)=/---f knn[l-exp(-Zj)]fc 'fl-exp[-(Z,-2Zj)j}k '■exp(~Z,)dZ2" -dZ,,
Zi^Z»+«"+-Zn

= /*•••/" knn[]-exp(-Zj)|k 'SCi .(-I)1-
J J J-2 ill

Therefore, C(a, 4i) is a constant such that a- (AMa'*x\(Z\)6Z\. In other words, if c* (a)

satisfies 0-=^ g(Zi)dZi, then c(ff, Ai)=c*(a)/Ai because the critical region given above

does not depend on the constant 8, so the test

1, No>0 or SU

10, otherwise

is a UMP test of the hypothesis Ho: /U=0 < » Ko: /lo>0.

Now we calculate its power function

where P4.*.(S = 0) = 2ft = 2 /*"^,exp( -i/,t)[l-exp(-^,t )Jk~'dt
1=1 1=1 •'0

=2 J^"(/ii +/1o)exp( -(^, +^0)t •[! -exp( -^,t)]

XO
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= ■^4^- noexp(-/lnt)Sa(-l)lexp(-U1t)dt
k/ti Jo i ^o

I Ul> Jo

\~Ao \ i

To calculate the density function of tno. we first find its distribution function:

F(ti, •••.tk)=F(O, •••,0)-F(t,,O, •••,())-F(0,t2, •••, 0) F(0,0,---,tk)

+ F(t,,t2.O. •••,O) + -

Thus,

1=1

So the density function of tlM becomes:

flk(t)=2(-l)'Ci(-i/1i-^o)exp(-i^lt-^ot).

Assume yj = t m, j = 1, • • •, n. By transforming

, 2

Z2~ >r2,

we get Zi ^Z2+ • • • +Zn. Therefore, the joint density function of (Zi, •• •, Zk) is:

f(Zi, --',Zn) =
j

nri:
j=ib=i

So the marginal density function of Zi is:

exp[(—i^i—
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Finally, the power function j3t(A0) is given by:

/tn + Mi
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